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1 Introduction 
Lakeside EfW Limited (Lakeside EfW Ltd) was granted an Environmental Permit (EP) for the Lakeside 
Energy from Waste Facility (the Facility) at Lakeside Road, Colnbrook, Slough.  

Lakeside EfW Ltd is applying to the Environment Agency for a variation to the EP to add additional 
waste codes to the EP to incinerate hazardous tobacco waste and bagged clinical waste. 

The aim of this report is to assess the environmental risks associated with the proposed changes to 
be undertaken at the Facility (i.e. the processing of hazardous tobacco waste and bagged clinical 
waste). 

Within the application, Lakeside EfW Limited is required to demonstrate that the necessary 
measures are in place to protect the environment and ensure that the proposed changes to the 
Facility will not pose an unacceptable risk to the environment. 

The aim of this report is to: 

a. identify potential risks that the proposed changes and related activities undertaken at the 
Facility may present to the environment; 

b. screen out those that are insignificant and don’t require detailed assessment; 

c. identify potentially significant risks, where appropriate; 

d. choose the right control measures, where appropriate; and 

e. report the findings of the assessment. 

This document has been developed to consider the requirements of Environment Agency 
Guidance Notes H1 Annexes A, C and F. It is acknowledged that these guidance documents have 
been withdrawn and have been replaced by the EA webpage: 
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/riskassessments-for-your-environmental-permit. 

1.1 Risk assessment process 

This assessment has been developed in accordance with the Environment Agency Guidance Note 
H1. This guidance promotes four key steps: 

2. identify risks from the activity; 

3. assess the risks and check that they are acceptable; 

4. justify appropriate measures to control the risks; and 

5. present the assessment. 

1.2 Step 1 – Identify risks 

The following report will identify the activities that present different types of risk to the 
environment relating to odour, fugitive emissions and accidents, that are associated with the 
proposed changes to the Facility. The proposed changes to the Facility will not result in any changes 
to the magnitude or quantity of noise emissions. Therefore, this is not included within the scope of 
the assessment. 

1.3 Step 2 – Assess the risk 

The report will include an assessment of risks associated with the operation of the Installation, and 
will identify the: 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/riskassessments-for-your-environmental-permit
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a. hazard; 

b. receptor; and 

c. pathway. 

1.4 Step 3 – Justify appropriate measures 

The report will demonstrate that the risks associated with the proposed changes and the operation 
of the Facility have been considered and identify the control measures which will be in place to 
demonstrate that the risks are being appropriately managed. 

1.5 Step 4 – Present the assessment 

The assessment will conclude by presenting the following: 

a. possibility of exposure; 

b. consequence; and 

c. the overall risk. 

The report will present the overall risk applying the Environment Agency’s H1 criteria, defined as: 

a. insignificant; 

b. not significant; and 

c. significant. 
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2 Table A1 – Odour risk assessment and management 
What Do You Do That Can Harm and What Could Be Harmed? Managing The Risk Assessing The Risk 

Hazard Receptor Pathway Risk Management Possibility of 
Exposure 

Consequence What is the Overall 
Risk? 

What has the 
potential to cause 
harm? 

What is at risk? 
What do I wish to 
protect? 

How can the hazard 
get to the receptor? 

What measures will you 
take to reduce the risk? If it 
occurs who is responsible 
for what? 

How likely is 
this contact? 

What is the harm 
that can be caused? 

What is the risk that 
still remains? The 
balance and 
probability and 
consequence. 

Odorous emissions 
may occur during the 
delivery of the waste, 
reception of the 
waste and the 
storage and handling 
of the waste prior to 
processing. 

Immediate area / 
sensitive receptors. 

Air – winds generally 
blow from a south-
westerly direction. 

All wastes received at the 
Facility will be unloaded 
inside an enclosed waste 
reception hall. The waste 
bunker area will be retained 
at negative pressure. Air 
from waste bunker area will 
be combusted within the 
Facility. Replacement air to 
the bunker area will be taken 
from the reception hall to 
minimize the odorous 
emissions and to retain 
negative pressure as far as 
reasonably possible. The 
tobacco waste is not 
considered to present 
additional odour risks when 
compared to the non-
hazardous waste received at 
the Facility. In addition, the 

Minimal. Odour annoyance. 
This will have more 
impact in the 
summer, when 
temperatures are 
higher and people 
are outdoors. 

Not significant if 
managed well. 
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What Do You Do That Can Harm and What Could Be Harmed? Managing The Risk Assessing The Risk 

Hazard Receptor Pathway Risk Management Possibility of 
Exposure 

Consequence What is the Overall 
Risk? 

What has the 
potential to cause 
harm? 

What is at risk? 
What do I wish to 
protect? 

How can the hazard 
get to the receptor? 

What measures will you 
take to reduce the risk? If it 
occurs who is responsible 
for what? 

How likely is 
this contact? 

What is the harm 
that can be caused? 

What is the risk that 
still remains? The 
balance and 
probability and 
consequence. 

clinical waste will be bagged 
and fed directly into the feed 
hopper so should not pose 
an odour risk. 

Odorous emissions 
may occur during 
periods of shutdown. 

Immediate area / 
sensitive receptors. 

Air – winds generally 
blow from a south-
westerly direction. 

Measures will be in place to 
minimise odorous emissions 
during periods of shutdown, 
as part of the Environmental 
Management System (EMS) 
for the Facility. Doors to the 
bunker will be kept closed. 
Regular olfactory checks may 
be undertaken. 

Minimal. Odour annoyance, 
which will have 
greater impact in the 
summer when 
temperatures are 
higher and people 
are outdoors and 
more likely to be 
exposed to odour. 

Not significant due to 
management 
systems in place. 
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3 Table A2 – Noise and Vibration Risk Assessment and Management 
Plan 

What Do You Do That Can Harm and What Could Be Harmed? Managing The Risk Assessing The Risk 

Hazard Receptor Pathway Risk Management Possibility of 
Exposure 

Consequence What is the Overall 
Risk? 

What has the 
potential to cause 
harm? 

What is at risk? 
What do I wish to 
protect? 

How can the hazard 
get to the receptor? 

What measures will you 
take to reduce the risk? If it 
occurs who is responsible 
for what? 

How likely is 
this contact? 

What is the harm 
that can be caused? 

What is the risk that 
still remains? The 
balance and 
probability and 
consequence. 

Noise from the 
conveyor system for 
clinical waste. 

Immediate area. 

The nearest 
residential receptors 
are located 
approximately 450m 
to the southwest of 
the site. 

Sound propagation 
through air and the 
ground. 

The conveyor system will be 
fully enclosed and situated 
within a ‘free-standing’ 
purpose-built gantry. The 
conveyor system will be 
equipped with small motors 
to drive the belts. The 
conveyor system will be 
slow-moving and hence will 
not be a significant source of 
noise. Parts of the conveyor 
system will be enclosed and 
fitted with noise insulation 
where appropriate. 

Regular maintenance of the 
conveyor system will be 
undertaken. Noise level 
checks may be carried out 
regularly in operational 

Minimal. Annoyance. Not significant with 
mitigation measures 
in place. 
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What Do You Do That Can Harm and What Could Be Harmed? Managing The Risk Assessing The Risk 

Hazard Receptor Pathway Risk Management Possibility of 
Exposure 

Consequence What is the Overall 
Risk? 

What has the 
potential to cause 
harm? 

What is at risk? 
What do I wish to 
protect? 

How can the hazard 
get to the receptor? 

What measures will you 
take to reduce the risk? If it 
occurs who is responsible 
for what? 

How likely is 
this contact? 

What is the harm 
that can be caused? 

What is the risk that 
still remains? The 
balance and 
probability and 
consequence. 

areas, with early warning of 
increasing noise levels 
resulting in reduction or 
mitigation. 
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4 Table A3 – Fugitive emissions risk assessment and management 
What Do You Do That Can Harm and What Could Be Harmed? Managing The Risk Assessing The Risk 

Hazard Receptor Pathway Risk Management Possibility of 
Exposure 

Consequence What is the Overall 
Risk? 

What has the 
potential to cause 
harm? 

What is at risk? 
What do I wish to 
protect? 

How can the hazard 
get to the receptor? 

What measures will you 
take to reduce the risk? If it 
occurs who is responsible 
for what? 

How likely is 
this contact? 

What is the harm 
that can be caused? 

What is the risk that 
still remains? The 
balance and 
probability and 
consequence. 

Spillage of waste 
during delivery and 
offloading. 

Immediate area – air, 
land, water. 

Air, surface runoff, 
direct contact. 

All waste unloading activities 
will be undertaken within 
the enclosed waste 
reception hall. The waste 
bunker area will be held 
under negative pressure. 
Spillages would be cleaned 
up in accordance with 
documented management 
systems for the Facility. 
Waste unloading areas will 
have contained drainage to 
minimise the risk of 
emissions of contaminated 
water. Further details on spill 
procedures for clinical waste 
are presented within section 
3.2 of the supporting 
information. 

Low. Release of hazardous 
substances, nuisance, 
dust. 

Not significant due to 
management 
systems in place. 
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5 Table A4 – Accidents risk assessment and management 
What Do You Do That Can Harm and What Could Be Harmed? Managing The Risk Assessing The Risk 

Hazard Receptor Pathway Risk Management Possibility 
of 
Exposure 

Consequence What is the Overall 
Risk? 

What has the 
potential to cause 
harm? 

What is at risk? What 
do I wish to protect? 

How can the hazard 
get to the receptor? 

What measures will you 
take to reduce the risk? If it 
occurs who is responsible 
for what? 

How likely 
is this 
contact? 

What is the harm that 
can be caused? 

What is the risk that 
still remains? The 
balance and 
probability and 
consequence. 

Receipt and 
processing of non-
compliant waste. 

Immediate area – air. Air. Documented waste 
acceptance and pre-
acceptance procedures will 
be in place to verify the 
waste prior to processing at 
the Facility – refer to section 
2.1 and 3.1 of the supporting 
information. 

Unlikely Unacceptable emissions 
to air. 

Not significant due 
to control measures 
in place. 

Fuel storage failure. Immediate area – air, 
land, water. 

Air, surface runoff, 
direct contact. 

Storage of waste in a 
dedicated waste storage 
bunker, with the exception 
of clinical waste which will 
not be stored at the Facility 
and will be fed directly into 
the furnace. The bunker is 
constructed of reinforced 
concrete, with integrity 
checks undertaken during 
construction. The hazardous 

Unlikely. Litter and exposure to 
hazardous waste. 

Not significant due 
to control measures 
in place. 
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What Do You Do That Can Harm and What Could Be Harmed? Managing The Risk Assessing The Risk 

Hazard Receptor Pathway Risk Management Possibility 
of 
Exposure 

Consequence What is the Overall 
Risk? 

What has the 
potential to cause 
harm? 

What is at risk? What 
do I wish to protect? 

How can the hazard 
get to the receptor? 

What measures will you 
take to reduce the risk? If it 
occurs who is responsible 
for what? 

How likely 
is this 
contact? 

What is the harm that 
can be caused? 

What is the risk that 
still remains? The 
balance and 
probability and 
consequence. 

tobacco waste will be 
processed in a timely 
manner and is unlikely to 
remain for long periods 
within the waste bunker. The 
waste reception hall has 
contained drainage which is 
directed to foul sewer, 
minimising the risk of 
releases to the surface water 
environment.  

Control failure 
leading to 
combustion control 
upset. 

Local environment – 
air. 

Air - Winds generally 
blow from a south 
westerly direction. 

Good design of control 
system. Monitoring of 
combustion conditions. 
Maintenance of combustion 
air systems. Mixing of the 
tobacco waste with non-
hazardous wastes within the 
bunker to homogenise the 
fuel input to the furnace and 
minimise the risk of an 
‘upset’ to combustion 

Unlikely. Pollution of atmosphere 
(short term), human 
health impacts. 

Not significant. 
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What Do You Do That Can Harm and What Could Be Harmed? Managing The Risk Assessing The Risk 

Hazard Receptor Pathway Risk Management Possibility 
of 
Exposure 

Consequence What is the Overall 
Risk? 

What has the 
potential to cause 
harm? 

What is at risk? What 
do I wish to protect? 

How can the hazard 
get to the receptor? 

What measures will you 
take to reduce the risk? If it 
occurs who is responsible 
for what? 

How likely 
is this 
contact? 

What is the harm that 
can be caused? 

What is the risk that 
still remains? The 
balance and 
probability and 
consequence. 

conditions. In addition, the 
feeding of clinical waste into 
the feed hopper via the 
conveyor system will be 
‘interspersed’ with the 
feeding of waste from the 
bunker where possible, to 
ensure a relatively 
homogeneous fuel feed into 
the furnace. 

Failure of emission 
abatement 
equipment. 

Local environment – 
air. 

Air - Winds generally 
blow from a south 
westerly direction. 

Regular maintenance, 
inspections. Redundancy of 
critical equipment or spares 
on stock.  

Unlikely. Pollution of 
atmosphere, human 
health impacts. 

Not significant. 

Failure of emission 
monitoring systems. 

Immediate area – air. Air - Winds generally 
blow from a south 
westerly direction. 

Regular maintenance, 
inspections. Back-up CEMS 
system will be available in 
the event of a failure of the 
CEMS. 

Unlikely. Lack of data, public 
concern. 

Not significant. 
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What Do You Do That Can Harm and What Could Be Harmed? Managing The Risk Assessing The Risk 

Hazard Receptor Pathway Risk Management Possibility 
of 
Exposure 

Consequence What is the Overall 
Risk? 

What has the 
potential to cause 
harm? 

What is at risk? What 
do I wish to protect? 

How can the hazard 
get to the receptor? 

What measures will you 
take to reduce the risk? If it 
occurs who is responsible 
for what? 

How likely 
is this 
contact? 

What is the harm that 
can be caused? 

What is the risk that 
still remains? The 
balance and 
probability and 
consequence. 

Failure of 
containment (e.g. 
bund). 

Immediate area – 
water, land. 

Surface runoff, wind, 
leaching. 

Regular inspections of 
bunds. Preventative 
maintenance will be 
employed through a 
documented management 
system. 

Unlikely. Pollution of surface 
water with potentially 
hazardous chemicals. 

Not significant. 

Incompatible 
substances from 
coming into 
contact/unwanted 
reactions. 

Immediate area. Surface runoff, wind, 
direct contact. 

Due care and attention. 
Retention of Material Safety 
Data Sheets (MSDS) to 
identify hazards of 
substances to be used on 
site. Although tobacco waste 
is hazardous, it is relatively 
inert and unlikely to cause 
unwanted chemical 
reactions. The tobacco 
products will also mostly be 
packaged and not exposed 
directly. Clinical waste will 
be delivered in sealed bags 
and fed directly onto the 
conveyor system. Therefore, 

Low. Pollution of surface 
water, human health 
impacts. 

Not significant. 
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What Do You Do That Can Harm and What Could Be Harmed? Managing The Risk Assessing The Risk 

Hazard Receptor Pathway Risk Management Possibility 
of 
Exposure 

Consequence What is the Overall 
Risk? 

What has the 
potential to cause 
harm? 

What is at risk? What 
do I wish to protect? 

How can the hazard 
get to the receptor? 

What measures will you 
take to reduce the risk? If it 
occurs who is responsible 
for what? 

How likely 
is this 
contact? 

What is the harm that 
can be caused? 

What is the risk that 
still remains? The 
balance and 
probability and 
consequence. 

there is very little risk of it 
coming into contact with 
incompatible substances 
prior to incineration. 

Fire in furnace feed 
system. 

Immediate area – air. Air. Furnace charging procedures 
/ training. Level indicator in 
chute. Fire-fighting system. 

Low. Pollution of air. Not significant. 

Fires in all waste 
reception storage 
and handling areas. 

Immediate area – air. Direct contact. Fire detection and 
suppression systems. 

Low. Visual impact, pollution 
of air with potentially 
toxic/hazardous 
substances from 
tobacco waste. 

Not significant. 

Contaminated fire 
water. 

Immediate area – 
water, land. 

Surface runoff, 
leaching, 
groundwater. 

Site drainage for external 
areas is fitted with shut-off 
measures in the event of a 
pollution risk. Additional 
storage is available from 
kerbing and roadways. The 
primary source of firewater 
containment resulting from a 
fire in the bunker is the 

Low. Pollution of surface 
water/land/groundwate
r with potentially 
hazardous substances. 

Not significant. 
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What Do You Do That Can Harm and What Could Be Harmed? Managing The Risk Assessing The Risk 

Hazard Receptor Pathway Risk Management Possibility 
of 
Exposure 

Consequence What is the Overall 
Risk? 

What has the 
potential to cause 
harm? 

What is at risk? What 
do I wish to protect? 

How can the hazard 
get to the receptor? 

What measures will you 
take to reduce the risk? If it 
occurs who is responsible 
for what? 

How likely 
is this 
contact? 

What is the harm that 
can be caused? 

What is the risk that 
still remains? The 
balance and 
probability and 
consequence. 

waste bunker itself, which is 
designed as a water-
retaining structure. 

Theft/unwanted 
personnel entering 
the 
premises/vandalism 

Immediate area. Land, air, water, 
direct contact. 

Security fences, controlled 
entrance to the site, CCTV 
monitoring. 

Low. Release of substances 
to any environment. 

Not significant. 
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6 Discussion 

6.1 Odour 

As identified within section 2, control measures are in place to minimise the risk of odour emissions 
from the Facility, both during normal operation and periods of shutdown. In addition, the addition 
of the tobacco waste is not considered to pose any additional odour risks compared to the non-
hazardous waste accepted at the Facility. As clinical waste is received in sealed bags and is not 
stored at the Facility, it is not considered to pose an odour risk. As a result of this, no changes are 
proposed in relation to techniques currently employed for odour control at the Facility. Therefore, 
an Odour Management Plan is not considered to be required in support of this variation application. 

6.2 Noise 

The receipt and processing of the tobacco waste at the Facility will not introduce any additional 
noise risks compared to current operations at the Facility. The clinical waste conveyor system will 
be fully enclosed with a walkway up the side. It will exit the tipping hall at approximately the 9m 
level and re-enter the tipping hall at the 21m level. The conveyor system will be designed to 
minimise noise during operation where possible – refer to section 3 for further detail. It is not 
considered that there will be an increase in noise emissions at the Facility as a result of the proposed 
changes. Therefore, it is understood that a Noise Management Plan is not required in support of 
this variation application. 

6.3 Air 

Evidence to demonstrate that the incineration of the hazardous tobacco waste and clinical waste 
does not significantly affect emissions to air is presented within Appendix C of the supporting 
information. Therefore, the proposed changes will not result in any significant changes to emissions 
to air. 

6.4 Emissions to water/sewer 

There will not be any changes in the nature of any emissions to water/sewer as a result of the 
proposed changes. Hazardous tobacco waste will be contained within the enclosed waste bunker, 
therefore there will not be any risk of emissions to water or sewer from the storage of hazardous 
tobacco waste. Bagged clinical waste will be fed directly into the furnace via the conveyor system 
and will not be stored at the Facility. 

6.5 Emissions Management 

Sections 3 and 5 above, in addition to section 2 and section 3 of the supporting information, present 
the techniques in place to reduce the risk of emissions to the environment from the processing of 
the waste. The Facility will have documented management procedures in place to reduce the risk 
of emissions from processing waste.  

Due to the robust management systems already in place, it is understood that a specific Emissions 
Management Plan is not required to be produced in support of this variation application. 
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6.6 Pest Management 

The processing of the tobacco waste is not considered to introduce any additional risk in relation 
to pests when compared to current operations at the Facility. In addition, clinical waste will be 
received in sealed bags and will not be stored at the Facility. Therefore, it is understood that a Pest 
Management Plan is not required in support of this variation application due to no increased risks 
of pests as a result of the proposed changes. 
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7 Conclusions 
As presented and justified in this report, the Facility is considered to contain appropriate control 
measures and management systems to ensure that the proposed changes do not have any 
significant impacts upon the local environment. 
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